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Study protocol for controlled human infection for penicillin G against *Streptococcus pyogenes*: a double-blinded, placebo-controlled, randomised trial to determine the minimum concentration required to prevent experimental pharyngitis (the CHIPS trial)
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ABSTRACT

Introduction  Regular intramuscular benzathine penicillin G injections have been the cornerstone of rheumatic heart disease (RHD) secondary prophylaxis since the 1950s. As the pharmacological correlate of protection remains unknown, it is difficult to recommend changes to this established regimen. Determining the minimum effective penicillin exposure required to prevent *Streptococcus pyogenes* infection will accelerate development of new long-acting penicillins for RHD prevention as well as inform opportunities to improve existing regimes. The CHIPS trial will address this knowledge gap by directly testing protection afforded by different steady state plasma concentrations of penicillin in an established model of experimental human *S. pyogenes* pharyngitis.

Methods and analysis  This is a double-blinded, placebo-controlled, randomised experimental human infection study. Sixty healthy adult volunteers aged 18–40 years will be recruited and randomised 1:1:1:1:1 to continuous intravenous penicillin infusions targeting five different steady state plasma concentrations of 0, 3, 6, 12 and 20 ng/mL via a midline catheter. Each participant’s penicillin pharmacokinetic parameters will be established prior to the challenge, to ensure accurate dosing for the continuous infusion. Following the challenge with a well-characterised strain of *S. pyogenes*, participants will be observed for up to 6 days for the development of pharyngitis and treated with antibiotics prior to discharge. The primary objective is to determine the minimum effective steady-state plasma penicillin concentration required to prevent experimental pharyngitis. Secondary objectives will explore systemic and mucosal immunoinflammatory responses during pharyngitis, bacterial colonisation dynamics, environmental contamination and qualitative evaluation of the participant experience.

Ethics and dissemination  Ethical approval has been obtained (Bellberry Human Research Ethics Committee). Findings will be reported in peer-reviewed publications and presented at national/international stakeholder forums.

Trial registration number  ACTRN12621000751875.
INTRODUCTION

Recurrent infections with *Streptococcus pyogenes* (Group A beta-haemolytic Streptococcus; *S. pyogenes*) are associated with development of acute rheumatic fever (ARF) and rheumatic heart disease (RHD). RHD affects 40.5 million people globally and causes 306,000 deaths annually, mostly children and young adults living in low-income and middle-income countries. The efficacy of the intramuscular injections of 1.2 million units (MU; 900 mg) benzathine benzylpenicillin G (BPG) every 3–4 weeks for RHD secondary prophylaxis was first demonstrated in the 1950s and it remains the only proven and cost-effective protection against recurrent infection and progressive RHD. After deep intramuscular injection, BPG is slowly hydrolysed to benzylpenicillin G (penicillin) and absorbed into the plasma.

While secondary prophylaxis has been shown to be moderately effective in adherent individuals, poor adherence to painful monthly intramuscular injections (recommended for a minimum of 5 years) limits coverage of secondary prophylaxis and its overall effectiveness. There is an urgent need to improve penicillin formulations for patients with ARF and RHD. Stakeholder consultations with consumers and RHD experts have consistently identified the ideal characteristics for secondary prophylaxis which include reducing dose frequency (ideally every 3–6 months), reducing pain of administration, alternative delivery strategies (including injectable implants or non-injection methods) and cold chain independence as key aspirations for an acceptable product. However, as the pharmacological correlate of protection remains unknown, it is difficult to recommend changes to the established regimen.

It has conventionally been assumed that critical pharmacological correlate for prevention of *S. pyogenes* infections is the time between intramuscular injections that plasma penicillin concentrations remain above 0.02 mg/L (20 ng/mL), a typical minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) for *S. pyogenes* isolates. However, emerging evidence from a number of high-risk settings demonstrates that even the most adherent patients do not maintain these target concentrations for the majority of the interval between BPG injections. Given the apparent efficacy in adherent patients, it is possible that current regimens of BPG confer protection at lower, sustained inter-injection levels of plasma penicillin. Alternatively, transient peaks in serum concentration may be sufficient as an intermittent presumptive treatment.

The opportunity to directly test the former hypothesis under the necessary controlled conditions has arisen with the advent of a new experimental human infection model of *S. pyogenes* pharyngitis in healthy adults. The CHIPS trial will address a key knowledge gap by directly testing protection against experimental human pharyngitis, in relation to different steady state plasma concentrations of penicillin, to inform strategies for pharmacological secondary prophylaxis of RHD, including development of new and more effective long-acting penicillin formulations or optimising dose and dosing intervals with currently available formulations.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

**Study design**

The CHIPS trial is a double-blinded, placebo-controlled, randomised human infection study to determine the minimum effective steady-state plasma penicillin...
concentration required to prevent pharyngitis following direct application of *S. pyogenes* to the oropharynx (figure 1). Based on the successful human challenge model developed in the CHIVAS-M75 study (a Controlled Human Infection model of *S. pyogenes* pharyngitis), healthy adult volunteers will be recruited through a private contract research organisation (CRO) and inoculated with the same *S. pyogenes* emm75 strain. A total of 60 participants will be recruited in four cohorts of 15 volunteers. Participants will be randomised 1:1:1:1 to receive continuous intravenous infusions of penicillin at five possible steady state plasma concentrations of 0 (placebo), 3, 6, 12 and 20 ng/mL. The study will be conducted within the CRO facility in Perth, Western Australia, with clinical support from a nearby tertiary hospital.

**Patient and public involvement**

The need to improve RHD secondary prophylaxis is underpinned by extensive consumer engagement which has consistently identified pain and frequency associated with BPG injections as barriers to adherence. However, as this is a human infection study involving healthy volunteers, there is limited scope for health consumer input into the design and implementation of the study. While the methodology of our study involves *S. pyogenes* pharyngitis and its prevention using continuous penicillin infusion, the focus of our research and its intended beneficiaries are not sufferers of pharyngitis, but rather secondary prophylaxis for those living with ARF/RHD. Due to this indirect connection, involvement of the target patient population would be premature. For the healthy volunteers who participate in the study, they will be made aware of the results of this trial and informed of how to access the published findings.

**Study objectives and outcomes**

The primary objective is to determine the minimum plasma penicillin concentration associated with protection against experimental *S. pyogenes* pharyngitis following the challenge, assessed by the development of acute symptomatic pharyngitis (primary outcome) during the confinement period. This is assessed using the pharyngitis case definition from CHIVAS-M75 study, incorporating elements of clinical prediction rules based on Centor and McIsaac scores, change in tonsil size and real-time molecular point-of-care test for *S. pyogenes* (ID NOW Strep A2, Abbott). Secondary objectives are identification of plasma penicillin concentration required to prevent pharyngeal colonisation of *S. pyogenes*, and salivary penicillin concentration required to prevent *S. pyogenes* pharyngitis or colonisation. Exploratory objectives include characterisation of immune responses and inflammatory profiles comparing participants across penicillin dose bands and pharyngitis outcomes, examination of *S. pyogenes* potential for environmental contamination (with relevance to disease transmission) and exploration of motivations and the lived experiences of the volunteers who take part in human infection studies (listed in table 1 along with outcome/endpoint assessments).

**Recruitment and eligibility**

A database of healthy volunteers maintained by the CRO will be used for recruitment of study participants, along with multimedia advertisements (e.g., social media platforms of CRO and affiliated institutions) using materials approved by the ethics committee. Participants will be financially reimbursed of a value determined to be satisfactory by the ethics committee. Healthy adult males and non-pregnant, non-lactating females aged 18–40 years without pre-existing risk factors for severe *S. pyogenes* disease will be recruited. Strict eligibility criteria are in place to mitigate risks to potential participants (full eligibility criteria detailed in online supplemental material 1; copy of the participant information sheet and consent form provided in online supplemental material 2). In addition to usual ‘healthy adult’ inclusion and exclusion criteria, medical history and physical examination, prospective participants will undertake electrocardiography and transthoracic echocardiography to rule out undiagnosed subclinical cardiac pathology. They will also undergo screening throat swabs and a serum emm75 type-specific serology to exclude carriage and prior immunity to *S. pyogenes* emm75 strains, respectively.

**Study interventions**

**Dose-finding pharmacokinetic study**

The overall journey of a participant from screening to completion of follow-up is illustrated in figure 2. At least several days prior to the inpatient challenge admission, each participant will have an individual pharmacokinetic dose-finding assessment. A 600 mg bolus dose of intravenous penicillin will be administered and serial venous blood samples will be collected for plasma penicillin concentration measurements at baseline, then 15, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240 and 360 min afterwards. Clearance and volume of distribution will be derived to enable calculation of individualised intravenous penicillin continuous infusion doses to attain the randomised target concentration for the *S. pyogenes* challenge admission.

**Randomisation procedure**

First 45 participants will be randomised 1:1:1:1:1 to one of five different target steady state concentrations (0 (placebo), 3, 6, 12 and 20ng/mL). To ensure there is at least one participant in each concentration for each group of 5 participants and three-per-concentration in each cohort of 15 participants, the volunteers will be block randomised in groups of five following an allocation sequence generated by the study statistician and stored on a secure server, accessible only to the unblinded pharmacy and analytical team members. All clinical staff and participants will remain blinded to the treatment allocation (concentration level) for the duration of the study.
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**Table 1  Study objectives and outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective(s)</th>
<th>Outcome(s)/endpoint(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To determine the minimum plasma penicillin concentration required to prevent acute symptomatic <em>Streptococcus pyogenes</em> pharyngitis following a direct oropharyngeal challenge with <em>S. pyogenes</em> M75.</td>
<td>Development of <em>S. pyogenes</em> pharyngitis during confinement period, according to a predefined clinical and laboratory criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. To identify the target plasma penicillin concentration required to prevent <em>S. pyogenes</em> colonisation of the pharynx.</td>
<td>Development of <em>S. pyogenes</em> colonisation following the challenge, defined as <em>S. pyogenes</em> M75 isolation from throat swab in the absence of signs and symptoms of clinical pharyngitis after completing antibiotic treatment at the conclusion of confinement period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To identify the target salivary penicillin concentration required to prevent <em>S. pyogenes</em> pharyngitis or colonisation.</td>
<td>Assays to detect penicillin concentration in saliva from all participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exploratory</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. To characterise plasma humoral and cellular immunological profiles of immune response to experimental challenge with <em>S. pyogenes</em> in healthy participants.</td>
<td>Laboratory assays to measure immunological and inflammatory responses to the challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To characterise plasma inflammatory (CRP and procalcitonin) and metabolomic profiles of <em>S. pyogenes</em> pharyngitis.</td>
<td>Measurement of inflammatory markers from blood samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To identify whether Cystatin C-based markers of renal function improve estimates of penicillin G renal clearance compared with creatinine-based measures.</td>
<td>Measurement of Cystatin-C from blood samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To explore microbiological and local factors associated with <em>S. pyogenes</em> adhesion to tonsillar mucosa.</td>
<td>Laboratory assays to measure mucosal response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. To explore <em>S. pyogenes</em> transcriptomic changes in response to penicillin exposure in <em>S. pyogenes</em> pharyngitis.</td>
<td>Transcriptomic analyses/ genetic sequencing of <em>S. pyogenes</em> isolates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. To investigate potential environmental contamination of <em>S. pyogenes</em> via large respiratory droplets, airborne small respiratory droplets and surface contact.</td>
<td>Microbiological and culture analysis of participants’ contact surfaces and surroundings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. To explore motivations, attitudes and experiences of participating in clinical trials and human challenge studies.</td>
<td>Responses to questionnaires administered during study period by participants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Challenge procedures**

Participants are considered enrolled from the time of commencing the penicillin infusion via a midline intravenous catheter on the day of admission (Day −1). On the day of the challenge (Day +1), a sterile Dacron swab is dipped in a 1 mL single-dose vial containing 1–3 × 10⁵ colony-forming units (CFU) of *S. pyogenesemm*75 and applied directly to the participant’s oropharynx. The single-dose vials will be produced according to the principles of Good Manufacturing Practice. Each participant will be challenged once only, using a standardised procedure analogous to a diagnostic throat swab done ‘in reverse’, as previously described. Participants will be fasted for 90 min before and after the challenge.

**Confinement and discharge**

Following the challenge, participants will remain inpatients at the CRO facility until reaching the primary pharyngitis outcome or until 5 days after the challenge if they remain asymptomatic, whichever occurs first. The penicillin infusion will stop at that time and a separate oral antibiotic course will be initiated (azithromycin 500 mg one time per day for 5 days). All participants will be monitored as inpatients for at least 24 hours after their first dose of oral antibiotic prior to discharge. Subsequent safety follow-up visits will occur 7 and 28 days after the first dose of oral antibiotic. Participants will return unused antibiotic tablets which will allow monitoring of adherence to the remainder of the oral treatment.

**Adding/removing treatment arms**

After 45 participants (three cohorts), an interim analysis will be performed. Provided that the prespecified statistical thresholds are met, the investigators may adjust the target concentration arms (while retaining the placebo arm) for the last cohort of 15 participants (to concentrations up to 100 ng/mL) to increase the precision of the minimum effective concentration estimate.

**Pharmaceutical handling of penicillin**

For each participant, individual pharmacokinetic parameters will inform the penicillin dose required to prepare the intravenous infusion bags for all possible dose allocations. After randomisation, infusion bags will be prepared at an aseptic compounding facility according to the individualised calculated dose to attain the allocated steady state plasma penicillin concentration. The stability of benzylpenicillin in 0.9% w/v sodium chloride intravenous
infusion bags and the optimum sodium citrate concentration has been formally evaluated for the CHIPS trial. These stability studies demonstrated excellent chemical preservation of buffered benzylpenicillin at room temperature, with <1% degradation after 24 hours for benzylpenicillin 25 µg/mL in sodium citrate 100 µg/mL in 0.9% w/v sodium chloride solution, whether exposed to or protected from artificial light. Continuous infusion bags will be routinely changed every 24 hours. A sample of remnant fluid from each bag will be collected, stored at −80°C and assayed to confirm the expected stability of penicillin over the 24-hour period.

**Figure 2** Participants’ journey through the CHIPS study. PK, pharmacokinetic.

**Measurement of possible environmental contamination and transmission potential**

At three post-challenge time points (+24, +36 and +48 hours), colistin–nalidixic acid (CNA) agar plates will be placed in the participant’s room for 4 hours to capture potential droplet or airborne transmission of *S. pyogenes*. Swabs will also be taken of the participant’s surroundings and personal devices (approximately 25 cm²). To detect droplet transmission potential, participants will read a short text at each time point with CNA plates placed at varying lengths (30 cm, 90 cm and 180 cm). All swabs and CNA plates collected will undergo transfer and processing.
for microbial culture for beta-haemolytic streptococci as per Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute standards, including use of positive and negative controls. If no growth is detected after 24 hours, incubation will be extended for another 24 hours. Presence of *S. pyogenes* from beta-haemolytic colonies will be confirmed with agglutination kits using group specific antigens (Streptex, Thermo Scientific).

**Study participants’ experience**

Participants will complete surveys at three time points: admission, at diagnosis of pharyngitis or Day +3 (if asymptomatic) and immediately prior to discharge. These surveys will collect qualitative data using standardised questionnaires evaluating participant’s motivation for involvement in the study and how expectations or concerns held prior to admission compared with the experience. In addition, participants will also be asked to keep a diary and record elements of their challenge admission specific to their experience of participating in a human challenge study in a non-structured form. This qualitative data will be collected and collated into themes for analysis and reporting.

**Governance**

A unique governance structure, incorporating a Safety Data Review Team (SDRT), has been set up to meet the needs of this study as illustrated in figure 3. Day-to-day conduct of the study and reporting of its progress to the SDRT is done by the trial management group whose members will remain blinded to the randomised allocation until after completion of study. SDRT has voting members (chaired by an independent expert) who make decisions regarding continuation of trial after each cohort of 15 is completed, with non-voting members from the analytical team and trial steering committee providing an advisory role. An independent study monitor will be engaged who will ensure that the investigation is conducted according to the protocol and regulatory requirements. Strict data management plan will be adhered to protect participant confidentiality in compliance with Good Clinical Practice guidelines.

**Safety**

As in the CHIVAS-M75 study, the following will be considered medically significant events in addition to the standard definitions—local and systemic complications of *S. pyogenes* infection, autoimmune sequelae of *S. pyogenes* infection (such as ARF, RHD and glomerulonephritis), recurrent pharyngitis in participants caused by the challenge strain and secondary cases of *S. pyogenes* infection with the challenge strain in non-participants.

**Participant safety during confinement**

Participants will be monitored closely during the confinement period in a purpose-built clinical trials facility with 24-hours clinical staffing and twice daily reviews. All adverse events will be recorded in real time and any serious adverse event will be reported to the SDRT within 24 hours of their occurrence. Starting a new cohort of participants will require approval by the SDRT following...
an interim review after each cohort’s confinement period is completed.

Long-term safety
The risk of long-term carriage of *S. pyogenes* is minimised with treatment using a non-beta-lactam antibiotic (azithromycin) prior to discharge. Additional reassurance comes from the CHIVAS-M75 study in which none of the 25 participants challenged with the *emm*75 strain developed persistent carriage, systemic or autoimmune complications of *S. pyogenes* at completion of 6 months follow-up. The risk of secondary spread of infection from participants will be negligible as they will be confined in a clinical trial facility with stringent infection control measures and will have had 24 hours of oral antibiotic treatment by the time of discharge back to community (in keeping with public health recommendations for school exclusion).

Challenge strain
The *S. pyogenes* challenge strain (*emm*75, M75) was isolated from a patient with pharyngitis in 2011. It has been extensively characterised and selected for its suitability for human challenge. It is an infrequent *emm*-type in most published series but reliably causes pharyngitis. The particular challenge strain has favourable antibiotic susceptibility, and does not have a virulence profile typical of hypervirulent strains. The characterisation, selection, manufacture, storage and quality assurance approach for the *emm*75 challenge strain *S. pyogenes* has previously been described. In the CHIVAS-M75 study, at the starting dose level of 1–3 × 10⁹ CFU in each single-dose vial, the pharyngitis attack rate was 85%.

Sample size calculation
Based on simulations, a maximum of 60 participants are required (recruited in four cohorts of equal size; starting with five treatment arms) to detect a minimum effective dose (MED) between 0–20 ng/mL, with >80% power and Type 1 error <5%. Trial simulations were based on: (1) an anticipated 25% of placebo participants symptom-free at the end of study Day +5; (2) a monotonic normal dynamic linear model with weakly informative prior distributions; (3) equal allocation to all treatment arms; (4) interim analyses after each cohort has completed (ie, every 15 participants); (5) a high target of 90% symptom-free and a low target of 80% symptom-free in determining the MED; and (6) stopping rules for success if the posterior probability that the MED is greater than the low target is greater than 80% (ie, pr(MED>low target) >80%) and for futility if the posterior probability that the MED is greater than the upper target is less than 10% (ie, pr(MED>upper target) <10%). Trial operating characteristics were calculated for eight scenarios ranging from null efficacy to MED detected at the highest dose level.

Data analysis plan
Study data will be collected using paper and electronic source documents and managed using a secure institution hosted electronic database (Research Electronic Data Capture, USA). For the primary endpoint, Bayesian analyses will be performed on the accumulating data after each cohort completes study Day +5 and the primary pharyngitis endpoint is determined for each participant. It is anticipated that up to 25% of the participants in the placebo arm may remain free from pharyngitis. A monotonic normal dynamic linear model will be used to assess the dose response and estimate the MED. After the completion of the second (n=30) and third (n=45) cohorts, we will evaluate stopping rules for success (pr(MED>low target) >80%) and for futility (pr(MED>upper target) <10%). All secondary outcomes will be summarised by treatment arm using appropriate statistics, including mean and SD for continuous variables with symmetrical distributions or median and IQR for asymmetric distributions. Categorical variables will be summarised using frequencies and percentages.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
This protocol (Universal Trial Number U1111-1264-9535) has been reviewed and approved by the Bellburn Human Research Ethics Committee (Ref: 2021-03-295) and is registered on the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (www.anzctr.org.au). The sponsor is the Telethon Kids Institute and the study is indemnified under the existing institutional insurance policy. The results of the study will be of national and international significance. Our team has strong links to stakeholder groups and national and international profiles that will ensure dissemination of the results in peer-reviewed journals and presentation at relevant congresses.

DISCUSSION
The Global Resolution on Rheumatic Fever and Rheumatic Heart Disease calls for new technological approaches to improving global RHD control, including the ‘development of a long-acting formulation of penicillin that might improve secondary prophylactic regimens’. The CHIPS trial aims to address a key knowledge gap toward achieving this goal, by challenging the dogma regarding what is the MED of penicillin for successful prevention of *S. pyogenes* infection and secondary RHD prophylaxis.

Experimental human infection, or challenge studies, have been core platforms for infectious diseases research since at least Edward Jenner’s 18th century smallpox vaccine studies. In recent decades, reinforced by rigorous ethical frameworks and independent safety reviews, modern human challenge trials have contributed to accelerating development of new drugs, vaccines and diagnostics. The CHIPS trial is the first to take advantage of the successful establishment of a human pharyngitis model in the CHIVAS-M75 study. Although human challenge trials have previously tested the efficacy of drugs, the use of randomised steady-state plasma
concentration levels of penicillin aiming to demonstrate a prophylactic threshold is an innovative approach among modern human challenge trials. 23–25 Even with a sample size of 60 participants, our study is adequately powered to detect the anticipated effect size. 26–29 The minimum effective dose of penicillin established in the present study is expected to provide evidence that sustained low plasma penicillin concentrations (<20 ng/mL) do prevent S. pyogenes infection while shedding further light on the relationship between serum and tissue penicillin concentrations and the role they might play in host–pathogen interaction leading to pharyngitis. Pharmacokinetic correlates of protection identified will inform the target product profile for long-acting penicillin formulations and the development of implants or depot injections that provide a ‘smoother’ exposure profile to overcome the need for frequent painful injections associated with low adherence rates. 6 8 30

Findings from the CHIPS trial may have wider implications beyond RHD secondary prophylaxis, for other indications for penicillin prophylaxis, such as recurrent lower extremity cellulitis. S. pyogenes is a leading cause of erysipelas and cellulitis, the latter commonly affecting older adults in developed economies. 31–34 In the USA alone, it is estimated to cost US$3.7 billion in healthcare expenditure from 14.5 million cases annually. 35 In addition, improved long-acting formulations of penicillin could have advantages for treatment of certain conditions including syphilis and other treponemal syndromes. Potential limitations of our approach include the uncertain generalisability of an MED related to a single strain. Nonetheless, notwithstanding recent concerns stemming from rare penicillin binding protein mutations, S. pyogenes remains universally susceptible to penicillin. 36–38

The relationship between in vitro MIC of the emm75 challenge strain and the MED determined in the CHIPS trial will still be relevant to considering other strains with different MICs. Likewise, it is uncertain whether findings in healthy volunteers are generalisable to the relevant patient groups for RHD secondary prophylaxis. Certainly, future research will be needed to validate novel regimens of existing preparations or novel formulations which are underpinned by new knowledge obtained from this trial across a broad range of target patient populations. The CHIPS trial will also be a platform to build on insights into host–pathogen interactions already emerging from the CHIVAS-M75 trial, to exploring environmental determinants of transmission and adding to the literature exploring the experience of participants in human challenge trials. 39 40
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